












URBAN DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT 
 
The challenges:  
- sustainable integration of the lake shores into the urban development of the city 
- transformation and regeneration of an old industrial area and reconnecting the city core to the water 
- creating a modern and outstanding image for the city 
- applying new ecologic technologies to reduce energy consumption and waste 
The basic principles: 
- densification and efficient use of the land by adaptive and flexible urban structures (blocks) 
- improved accessibility and urban mobility by creating diverse opportunities, enabling new forms of transport and circulation and setting up interconnections (intermodal nodes) 
- enhanced social cohesion by mixing of the social categories and increased social participation to community life and common actions 
- sustainable use of building materials by giving priority to local resources such as wood and building traditions  
- bioclimatic urban design for public buildings by applying most recent methods and techniques, involving new ways of preserving energy and reducing energy consumption 
- making use of new technologies for the functioning and maintenance of public spaces and providing efficient use of urban services 
The objective: 
Develop the 4 zones as replicable projects based on principles and methods of intervention that could be used as guidance and models for other areas. The areas will be 
developed in such a way as to provide specificity and identity while also insuring connectivity and integration along the lake shore and with the city core. The old harbor area will 
be a nodal point of the composition and a reference area for the city and region. 
The means:  
advanced urban design, ecological architectural design, high quality public spaces, wood and stone, pedestrian paths, cycling paths, farming areas 
Principles for sustainable development in Satamalahti: 
1 Social action 
2 Densify urban structure 
3 Improve mobility 
4 Sustainable building materials 
5 Bioclimatic urban design 
6 Use of modern technologies 
 
 
The folowing themes are best suited for the subareas: 
area 1_Dense & diverse urban environment by the water 
area 2_Protected natural areas & bioclimatic design 
area 3_Community involvement in ecological activities 
area 4_“Low to no” carbon neighborhood 
 
 
 
We believe that the Satamalahti masterplan, with its four different subareas could proove to be a planning asset, rather than difficulty. The area’s masterplan could be thought of 
as draft version for a future urban development guide in Mikkeli. With it’s four sustainable development examples, and expanding it with other sustainable models in the area, 
this guide book could act as a powerful planning tool in Mikkeli. (As for example the LEED-Certified neighborhood YIT Group plans to develop in Graani area) 
 
 
 
ECOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 
1. Involve (+ set regulations) 
Key words: empower community, engage institutions (local + national), incentivise entrerprises, lead the way 
 
The first step in developing an ecological development plan is, in our view, the most important also. The local community has to be involved in the ecological planning and 
designing process. It can act as a driving force pushing local authorities into passing new sustainable regulations.  
The development of Satamalahti area means involving various actors both on local and national levels. For this, Finland already has institutions active in ecological development 
of urban areas. TEKES, Sitra and VCC funds could act as partners/coordinators along with local authorities in setting up new regulations.   
 
 
2. Reduce (carbon footprint) 
Key words: efficient use of resources, low carbon / carbon depository building materials, prefabricated building, smart energy consumption, centralised waste disposal, move 
around by walking, cycling, taking the bus 
 
The second step in developing acomprehensive ecological strategy is to reduce the current carbon foot-print. We propose a “low to no” type of approach in which the first actions 
are directed towards a smaller carbon foot-print. In later stages, this variable could even be cut down to zero. Making Satamalahti a carbon neutral area. 
 
 
3. Produce (food + energy) 
Key words: community urban farming; photovoltaic / solar heating panels; medium scale heat pumps; bio-mass, bio-gas 
 
Renewable energy production is is already emplyed in Mikkeli by using wood in the Pursiaala powerplant. In solar power production, Satamalahti is also a high potential area, 
setting up photovoltaic pannels could help in lowering conventional energy use. In terms of wind energy, the area is not a suitable candidate. Wind power could nevertheless be 
produced offsite, in South Savonia region. Renewable energy production: on site (solar and photovoltaic panels, heat pumps), near site (bio-mass, bio-gas, Pursialla 
powerplant), off site (wind, solar and geothermal) 
Urban farming is also an important part of the ecological strategy. Satamalahti residents could and should produce part of their food locally. A local food network could be 
developed with support from the community. 
 



 
 

Area 1: total=138256 mp 
DENSE AND DIVERSE URBAN ENVIRONMENT BY THE WATER 
Residential areas play a significant role for the development of the harbour. Mixed building blocks create a lively route easily accessible 
by foot or bicycle. Social sustainabilty is reached by discouraging car traffic, planning secure and confortable streets + public 
spaces for the community. 
Together with the other proposed neighborhoods, the harbour area will act as a social hub including commercial, cultural and educational 
activities. Moreover, this represent an extension of Mikkeli city centre to the water; therefore very good pedestrian and bike 
connections have to be put in place. 
 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILT AREA(ground floor area): 
Residential    -> 13275 mp 
Service + public equipment -> 8075 mp 
Business   -> 5850 mp 
Science center   -> 4500 mp 
TOTAL:     31700 MP 
 
GREEN AREAS  : 14480 mp 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILDING RIGHTS (total floor area): 
Residential    -> 75850 mp 
Service + public equipment -> 28000 mp 
Business   -> 31500 mp 
Science center   -> 14000 mp 
TOTAL:     149350 mp  
 
*AREA DENSITY: 0.23 (23%)  
 
*BLOCK DENSITY: 1.08 (by area) 
 
*PARKING:  per property -> 11377 mp 
                       Public  -> 8925 mp 
TOTAL:     20302 mp 
 
 
 
Area 2: total=105712 mp 
PROTECTED NATURAL AREAS & BIO-CLIMATIC URBAN DESIGN 
In an effort to increase protection of the bird sanctuary, business and service areas are offset to the 
east side. Building blocks are layed out with an emphasize on bio-climatic architecture and urban 
design. A good pedestrian route (folowing an abandoned railroad) connects the previous area with 
this one and extends further into the botanical garden to the south. 
 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILT AREA (ground floor area): 
Culture    -> 1789 mp 
Business   -> 19636 mp 
                                                         
TOTAL:     21425 mp 
 
GREEN AREAS   : 61762 mp 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILDING RIGHTS (total floor area): 
Culture    -> 1814 mp 
Business   -> 30657 mp 
Services + public equipment -> 16484 mp 
TOTAL:     48955 mp 
 
*AREA DENSITY: 0.20 (20%) 
 
*BLOCK DENSITY: 0.46 (by area) 
 
*PARKING:  
Public   7071 mp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Area 3: total=146993 mp 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN ECOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES 
Using the soil as a resource and drastically changing the place, the Bio - Research 
Centre focuses on phytoremediation technologies and research laboratory. Bioremediation 
facilities, coupled with urban farms, are accessible also to the community. The 
neighborhood could become (in time) a producer instead of a taker. 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILT AREA (ground floor area): 
Service+ public equipment  -> 9450 mp 
Business   -> 0 
Parking    -> 7875 mp 
                                                      TOTAL: 17325 mp 
 
GREEN AREAS  : 50032 mp 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILDING RIGHTS (total floor area): 
Residential   -> 49500 mp 
Service+ public equipment  -> 13757 mp 
Business   -> 8100 mp 
Parcarking   -> 8775 mp 
TOTAL:     80132 mp 
 
*AREA DENSITY: 0.12 (12%) 
 
*BLOCK DENSITY: 0.54 (by area) 
 
*PARKING:  
Residential   -> 7425 mp 
Public    -> 3278 mp 
TOTAL:     10704 mp 
 
 
 
 
Area 4: S total=47392 mp 
“LOW TO NO” CARBON NEIGHBORHOOD 
The new neighborhood cooperates with the natural habitat and sensibly 
blends in the landscape. Being a residential area, special attention has 
been payed to the various living typologies. Employing low-carbon materials 
and technologies, efficicent energy use and integrated waste recycling 
helps the community to achieve a low - and eventually - no carbon footprint. 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILT AREA (ground floor area):  
Residential    -> 6525 mp 
service + public equipment  -> 2555 mp 
parking     -> 2623 mp 
TOTAL:      11703 mp 
 
GREEN AREAS: 5545 mp 
 
AMOUNT OF BUILDING RIGHTS (total floor area): 
locuire-> 29037 mp 
service + public equipment  -> 3005 mp 
parking     -> 4103 mp 
TOTAL:      34665 mp 
 
*AREA DENSITY: 0.25 (25%) 
 
*BLOCK DENSITY: 0.73 (by area) 
 
*PARKING:   residential   -> 4356 mp 
                      Public   -> 450 mp 
TOTAL:      4806 mp 
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